List of Work for Junior Infants (25th - 29th January )
LiteracyOral Language- In January we
would be learning all about hobbies
and pastimes (different games,
hobbies like sport, dancing, art, lego
and television programmes and
characters, ) so talk to your child
about this using as wide a
vocabulary as possible

Poem: 5 Little Snowmen
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
MRQvu18LCgo

Writing

Copy

Draw a picture of your News and
write one word about it.

Epic books
https://www.getepic.com/sign-in

Simple books for your child to read
when you click on his/her name

Phonics
Play these jolly phonics songs and
encourage children to sing along

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
jvAYUvQUrGo

We will be doing v and qu this week

Handwriting

All Write Now

Do the next 2 pages

Maths - in school we would have
learned about weight
Talk to your child using the words
heavy, light, heavier, lighter,
balance, weigh

Operation Maths book

Pg. 81

Gaeilge
Tá Teidí ag ……………….
(snámh, rothaiocht, súgradh)
Is feidir liom ………..

Bua Na Cainte

Lessons 7,8,9

Religion

Jesus and the Children
Growinlove.ie
free access to stories and songs
from the book.
https://app.growinlove.ie/en/user/l
esson-resources/3

Pgs. 28,29

Explore the effects of water on
a variety of materials.
Observe and describe materials
when they are wet and dry (soil,
paper)

Explorers pgs. 40,41

Reading
Remember: reading should be fun so
make sure your child is enjoying it.
You might have to read for them
but that will help them learn. Get
them to sound out as many letters
as they can

SESE

Talk about indoor games your child
can play like board games, lego,
dolls, creative, computer games

Story; Rosies’s Walk https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
XHycGh4q58Q

Revise Tricky word list 1 + you,your

Book pg 16

Email: trial@growinlove.ie
Password; growinlove

Design some wellies for Teddy!

P.E.

P.E. with Joe (Youtube)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
tSi2ix1i180 0r
Cosmic Kids Yoga
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
wlMK6iscmfo

30 mins lesson

Music

Dabbledoo Music
https://dabbledoomusic.com/p/parents
-subscription-full-access/?product_id=
1122889&coupon_code=20498B

Lesson 17

SPHE

Feelings

Talk to your child about being
sensitive to other people’s feelings
and how their actions can affect
other people

Art

Simple collage using any paper in
the house, newspaper,
magazines, scrap coloured paper

Enjoy!!

Going on a bear hunt

There are indoor games pictured below. These may help with discussions based on the theme. Ask your
child to tell you which ones they like/don’t like. These are included to help you - do not feel like you
have to use them. They are optional extras!

